
Environmental Toxins 
Does your detoxification system need extra help? 

Are you in toxic overload?

Please check off each symptom you have. At the end of the quiz total up your check 
marks for your total to see if you need ot focus on detoxification for your body to help 
eliminate toxins.

Symptoms
Before 

Reboot

After 

Reboot
I suffer from regular (or frequent) headaches

I have allergies or sensitivities

I am fatigued for no good reason for feeling this tired

I have trouble with memory and focus

I have a bowel movement every other day or less often

I'm bothered by perfumes (or strong scents or chemical odors)

I'm sensitive to household cleaning products

My skin is sensitive to perfumes, soaps, and detergents

When I drink coffee or have caffeine, my heart races and 
I feel anxious or wired

I have more than two mercury amalgam fillings

I drink fluoridated water; I used fluoride-containing toothpaste

I went through puberty or started my period before age ten

I have PMS (or heavy, painful, or irregular periods)

I have breast tenderness or breast lumps regularly



Symptoms
Before 

Reboot

After 

Reboot
I regularly drink from plastic water bottles (or heat my food 
in plastic containers)

I have chronic fatigue syndrome (or fibromyalgia)

I don't sweat easily

I regularly take acetaminophen (Tylenol or similar)

I wear makeup every day and usually don't buy the 
"green" or organic types

I use perfume or products with perfume in them, like my 
shampoo, soap and hairspray

I use conventional household cleaning products

I lived in a newly built house that is very airtight

I eat inorganic meat or dairy more than once a month

I eat inorganic produce (fruits and vegetables) most of the 
time

SCORE

0-5 checks - You do not have to focus on detoxification right now 

>5 checks - You should focus on reducing your exposure to external toxins 
and also consider adding in gentle detoxification foods and supplements.
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